Conservative Renewal PAC’s Mission
Our mission is to elect strong, conservative, pro-growth candidates, who are committed to shrinking the
size and scope of government, reducing regulatory burdens, protecting Constitutional rights,
implementing sound fiscal policy and protecting our citizens through strong national defense and
homeland security initiatives.
Mission 2012—Electing a Strong United States Senator with Strong Texas Values
Texas is a great state and we Texans deserve a great representation in the United States Senate and
House of Representatives.
The 2014 goal of Conservative Renewal PAC, a Texas-based organization, is to ensure that the interests
of Texans are served by electing a strong, common-sense, pro-growth and pro-business leaders to the
U.S. Congress who will fight for Texas jobs and a strong Texas economy. First and foremost, we believe
that it is critical to the future of our state that we re-elect John Cornyn to the United States Senate.
Then we need to back him up by electing other strong conservative Republicans in the US House to help
promote the conservative agenda there.
Senator John Cornyn is a proven conservative with a strong record of accomplishment and leadership
that Texans needs working for us in Washington.
Tragically, that mission is under attack and Senator Cornyn needs our help. John is a strong leader, but
he cannot win this fight alone. He is under fire and he needs us to join us in his fight, so that he can go
to Washington and continue fighting for all of us.
Please join our fight today to continue strong Texas conservatives to Washington.

Conservative Renewal PAC is registered with the Federal Election Commission (FEC) as an independent
expenditure-only committee (aka “Super PAC”), and may solicit and accept unlimited contributions from
individuals, political committees, corporations, trade associations, labor unions, and other entities. However,
contributions from foreign nationals without permanent residency status (green cards), foreign corporations,
national banks, and entities with federal government contracts are prohibited. Individual contributions to
Conservative Renewal PAC do not count against the $117,000 federal biennial limit that otherwise applies to an
individual’s contributions to federal candidates, PACs, and political party committees.
Conservative Renewal PAC does not coordinate with, or make contributions to, any candidates or political party
committees.
Contributions to Conservative Renewal PAC are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax
purposes.
Paid for by Conservative Renewal and not authorized by any candidate or candidate’s committee.
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